Spatial regulations of mRNA translation are central to cellular functions and relies on numerous complex processes. Biomimetic approaches could bypass the endogenous complex processes, improve our comprehension, and allow for controlling local translation regulations and functions. However, the causality between localizing translation and nascent protein function remains elusive. Here, we develop a novel nanoparticle-based strategy to magnetically control mRNA spatial patterns in mammalian cell extracts and investigate how local translation impacts nascent protein localization and function. By monitoring translation on magnetically localized mRNAs, we show that mRNA-nanoparticle operates as a source for the continuous production of proteins from defined positions. By applying magnetic localization of mRNAs coding for Actin Binding Proteins, we trigger the local formation of actin cytoskeleton and identify minimal requirements for spatial control of actin filament network. In addition, our bottom-up approach identifies a novel role of mRNA as translation-coupled scaffold for nascent N-terminal protein domain functions. Our approach will serve as a novel platform for regulating mRNA localization and investigating a functional role of nascent protein domains during translation.
Introduction
One essential element often missing to explain cell-fate control concerns the spatiotemporal regulation of gene expression. Though DNA stand compacted in nucleus, mRNA species are exported from nucleus and transported to precise locations in cytosol before being translated. Translational control together with the localization of mRNAs significantly contributes to many important cellular processes, such as the establishment of polarity, asymmetric division, synaptic plasticity, and memory consolidation(1). For instance, the local translation of actin-associated proteins from subcellular localized mRNAs has been increasingly recognized as an important process for regulating the dynamic formation of actin cytoskeleton during cell polarization (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . Although biochemistry, genetics, cell imaging, biophysics, and "omics" approaches have increased our understanding of the molecules involved and reaction mechanisms of mRNA localization and local translation, none of them can distinguish the functional contribution by spatiotemporal dynamic control from that by molecule-based signalling. Thus, the causality between localizing translation and cell function remains elusive. Being able to design a bottom-up approach to bypass the complex subcellular transport systems and uncouple endogenous biochemical regulation from physical constraints could reveal the principles underlying complex biological systems. In vitro synthetic biology and cell-free systems have been powerful approaches for understanding the physical constraints that can shape gene expression networks such as molecular crowding, compartmentalization, and space (diffusion, gradient) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) .
Nevertheless, having access to the spatiotemporal nature of translation is still challenging and requires the development of novel orthogonal methods for harnessing biomolecule functions. Optogenetics, magnetogenetics, and nanoparticle-based technologies could provide spatiotemporal control of biomolecule activities, but these approaches remain mainly limited to control signalling pathways and transcriptionbased gene expression (13, 14, (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) and have not yet achieved spatiotemporal translation control.
Here, we examined how magnetic control can be implemented to spatially manipulate mRNA localization and its translation without introducing genetic interference to the cell. As first step towards this goal, we developed an in vitro local translation model based on synthetic-mRNA conjugated magnetic nanoparticles to control translation-based protein synthesis in space within confined HeLa cell extracts (Figure 1) . The mRNA-nanoparticle complexes (mRNA-NPs) were designed as movable mRNA-based protein factories upon magnetic control. When supplied with sufficient translational ingredients, they enable continuous syntheses of specific proteins with spatiotemporal control (Figure 1) . We achieved spatial patterns of mRNA-NPs in confined HeLa cell extracts using magnetic forces to trigger asymmetric mRNA-NP string-like patterns (Figure 1) . Using this platform, we simultaneously monitored localized translation and the dynamic behaviour of the protein products. The results revealed an unexpected role of mRNA as an anchoring molecule to create a local concentration and function of nascent protein domains during translation. Its functional relevance to cell function is demonstrated by the striking differences in actin filament patterns that were triggered by simply rearranging an Actin Binding Protein domain toward the N-terminal or the C-terminal end of the protein translated on the mRNA-NPs.
Results

Translation of mRNA -nanoparticle conjugates in HeLa cell extracts
As a first step towards the spatial manipulation of mRNA molecules using magnetic forces, we designed mRNA conjugated magnetic nanoparticles (mRNA- We next monitored GFP protein synthesis from mRNA-NPs in HeLa cell extracts, a model cytoplasm with a full complement of translational factors. To mimic the geometrical confinement by cell membranes, the extracts and mRNA-NPs were encapsulated in spherical droplets dispersed in mineral oil with diameters ranged between 10-130 micrometres (methods, Figure S1b) . To assess the translational efficiency of the mRNA-NPs, we monitored the fluorescence of GFP translated from GFP-encoding mRNA conjugated with NPs in encapsulated extracts and found that GFP proteins were continuously produced from mRNA grafted on nanoparticles as function of time ( Figure S2) . Thus, mRNA grafted on nanoparticles does not affect mRNA translatability and mRNA-NPs can be used for studying translation and protein synthesis.
Next, we assessed whether we could observe the asymmetrically localized mRNA-NPs and its translation efficiency in the droplets. For fluorescent detection of mRNA-NPs, Cy5-labeled biotin-mRNAs were supplemented with non-fluorescent biotin-mRNA during the conjugation with NPs (Methods). Droplets of cell extracts were transferred into a slide chamber at the vicinity of a permanent NdFeB magnet that generates a field of about 0.15 T and a gradient of 50 T.m -1 (Methods, Figure 2a) .
Within a few seconds after applying magnetic field, the dispersed mRNA-NPs became organized into micrometric string-like assemblies that were aligned perpendicularly to the magnet side of the droplet interface (Figure 2b) . The droplets were incubated for 4 hours with or without magnet condition and monitoring their fluorescent intensity showed that translated GFP were homogeneously distributed within the droplets (Figure 2c and S2b). This suggests that the newly synthesized GFP proteins were successfully released from mRNA-NPs and rapidly diffused throughout encapsulated cell extracts. Relative GFP concentration showed that the efficiency of GFP synthesis was comparable with or without magnetic field, indicating that neither the magnetic field nor the string-like mRNA-NP assemblies perturbed the translation process (Figure 2c and S2b).
Monitoring of nascent proteins on localized mRNA-NPs
To better characterize mRNA-NP complexes, we developed an assay to monitor protein synthesis on localized mRNA-NPs and designed a fusion protein permitting the use of the nascent N-terminal GFP as real-time reporter of local translation. We hypothesized that the translation duration of GFP-mCherry would be extended to about twice compared with that of GFP and will allow nascent GFP to monitor the location of its own mRNA until release of GFP-mCherry proteins (Figure   2d scheme). To investigate this hypothesis, the translation of mRNA(GFP-mCherry)-NPs was analysed using the time-lapse microscopy. About 10 minutes after reaction started, we first observed GFP signal accumulation that was perfectly matching the localized mRNA-NP pattern (Figure 2e) . Alongside, the GFP fluorescence within the droplets increased homogeneously, indicating that GFP-mCherry proteins were continuously translated, and released from the mRNA-NPs (Figure 2d To assess actin filament formation from localized mRNAs, we next conjugated each mRNA construct with NPs (with 800:1 ratio) and assembled the mRNA-NPs into string-like patterns in confined extracts. Interestingly, when examining the translation of asymmetrically distributed mRNA-NPs, we found that the pattern of F-actin meshworks was highly dependent on the N-terminal or Cterminal position of the ABD sequence on mRNAs (Figures 3b and 3c) . To remain localized in a subcellular area, specific mechanisms are used by cells to counterbalance the diffusion and spreading in space of the newly synthetized proteins.
For instance, protein anchoring to a localized scaffold at the site of translation, and reduced mobility due to geometrical constraints or molecular crowding, may confine proteins at the site of translation. Interestingly in our study, by monitoring both local translation on the mRNA-NPs and nascent fluorescent protein synthesis, we found that mRNA can act as an anchoring molecule that can spatially retains N-terminal folded protein domains during translation. By examining the local translation of magnetic assemblies of mRNA-NPs coding for ABD, we found that the spatial retention of ABD on the mRNA-NP area was required to localize F-actin patterns (Figures 3 and S6) . 
Methods
Plasmid construction and dsDNA template preparation.
The genes for dsDNA templates were cloned into pT7CFE1-CHis cloning vector (pCFE, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs) was used for polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The sequences of oligo DNA primers and template gene for the construction were described in Supplemental Table 1 .
GFP-ABD gene was amplified by PCR from pET28-GFP-hUtrophin(48), using the following oligonucleotides primers: NdeI_eGFP fwd and hUtr_XhoI rev. GFP-ABD was then cloned into pCFE between the NdeI and XhoI sites to construct the pCFE-GFP-ABD. mCherry gene was amplified by PCR from pET28-hUtrophinmCherry (48) And all the sequences were verified.
DNA templates consist of T7 promoter, EMCV IRES sequence, gene of interest and 120 mer polyA sequence were amplified by PCR with TAP_T7G3C fwd and 3'UTR_120A rev primers from the mixture of pCFE plasmids and pCFE_3UTR15T
primer. PCR products were treated with DpnI (NEW ENGLAND BioLabs Inc) to degrade pCFE plasmids and purified with QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN).
The quality and length of DNA templates were analyzed with agarose gel assay.
In vitro transcription from DNA templates and Biotinylation of mRNA
The DNA templates were in vitro transcribed into mRNA with MEGAscript T7
Transcription Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and purified with RNeasy Mini Kit Fig. 1a ). The conjugation efficiency was about 33% to 50% for the experiments using a stoichiometry of 800-1600:1 (mRNA:NP).
Extract-in-Oil droplets formations and inclusion in cover slide chambers. Fig. 1b) . The mixture is tapped five-to-six times to generate polydisperse extract-in-oil droplets. The mechanical dispersion of the biphasic solution formed micrometer-sized extract-in-oil droplets within few seconds.
The emulsion was immediately enclosed in a handcrafted slide chamber and sealed with UV-sensitive photopolymer, Norland Optical Adhesive 60 (NOA60, Norland Products) followed by 30 seconds of 365 nm UV light exposure only on NOA60
( Supplementary Fig. 1b) . The handcrafted slide chamber was produced with following processes. 2 x 20 x 0.15 mm sliced paper tape were attached on 24 x 32 mm cover glass (VWR) to make three edges of the chamber. Then the tree inner edges were caulked with NOA60 and covered by 22 x 22 mm cover glass (VWR) and followed by 5 minutes of UV light exposure to fix the chamber slide ( Supplementary   Fig. 1b ).
Imaging and Data Analysis. 
